EVENT SUMMARY

CLL Society’s annual Celebrating Long Lives 5K walk and run, held virtually around the country, is a time to recognize, support, and raise awareness of those who have been touched by a diagnosis of chronic lymphocytic leukemia and small lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL/SLL). The event empowers CLL Society’s community of patients and caregivers to raise awareness of CLL/SLL within their network and become active in raising funds to support CLL Society’s mission, which often holds personal significance to participants.

RESULTS

$56,491 dollars raised
344 individuals participated
54 active fundraisers
32 fundraising teams
TOP INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM FUNDRAISERS

Neil Muchin
$5,104
25 Donors

Raye Murphy
$3,105 - 30 donors

CLL Sunshine Sisters and Brothers
$2,502
5 Members

DC-Area CLL Support Group
$2,085
8 Members

Terri Edwards
$1,244 - 15 donors

Team BeiGene
$4,841 - 35 Members

Harry Murley
$2,000
24 donors

Western North Carolina CLL Society Support Group
$2,088
3 Members
PARTICIPANT TESTIMONIALS

“My CLL 5k was a walk to visit most of the art studios in the Gateway Arts District Open Studios, Maryland. A friend went with and we had a great time. I’m so grateful to CLL Society for being the go-to place when I was diagnosed in 2021 and for hosting the DC Area CLL Support Group. I’m so thankful to have resources and support along this journey.” - Lauren Rauk

“What a great reason to go for a nice run along the beach! So glad to be part of this event and grateful to feel healthy enough to enjoy it!” - Anonymous

“Beyond grateful for the CLL Society and for the opportunity to clock some steps today for this amazing resource.” - Holly Watson-Evans

“I am usually not one for virtual races but this race is the most personal of all the races that I do each year. I’ve run many races that have benefited organizations for causes that affected people that are close to me. However this race is the one I do each year for a cause that affects me personally.” - Peter Pellegrino

“We were so excited to show our support for the CLL Society and for CLL patients and the doctors who care for them.” - Anonymous

“I ran my 5k this morning with my running club, SFRRC. Karl the Fog is hiding the Golden Gate Bridge, but I promise it’s there behind me! I’m happy to Celebrate Long Lives with the CLL Society because I’ve appreciated their support over the past two and a half years.” - Jennifer Albright

Thank You 2023
Event Sponsors!

BeiGene
Gold Sponsor

PLATFORM HEALTH
OFFSCRIP HEALTH
Supporter Sponsor